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الثانىالترم   الثالث االعدادى  2019الخارج  فيابناؤنا  

A. Language functions (7 Marks) 
1- Finish the following dialogue:                                                                             (4 Marks) 

Reda meets a tourist on his way to the museum 
Reda : Welcome to Egypt. What`s your name? 
Tourist : Thanks a lot. ( 1) …………………………………………………………………………….. 
Reda : ( 2) …………………………………………………………………………………………………?  
Tourist : I am from Britain.  
Reda : ( 3) …………………………………………………………………………………………………?  
Tourist : I`ll stay here or 2 weeks. 
Reda : What places are you interested in? 
Tourist : ( 4) ………………………………………………………………………………………………….  

2- Write what would you say in each of the following situations:                   (3 Marks)  
1.  You want to book a return ticket to Aswan. 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
2. You advise your brother to revise the lesson again. 
........................................................................................................................................... 
3. Your brother tells you that he has lost his expensive watch. 
........................................................................................................................................... 

B. Reading comprehension (5 Marks) 
3- Read the following, then answer the questions:                                            (5 Marks)    
Most people have three meals every day, breakfast, lunch and dinner. they eat these 
meals at known times ,in the morning ,in the afternoon and the evening. But in fact 
most of them don’t care about what they should eat in each meal. Doctors say that 
healthy food  is very important, and people should eat lots of fruits and vegetables. 
People should not eat too many cakes. Doctors advise people to drink a lot of water 
and milk every day and not to have too many sugar drinks. To keep healthy, doctors 
advise people not to stay at home all the time. They should go for walks, do exercise 
or practise any sport. 
A) Answer the following questions: 

1- What should people eat and drink to keep healthy? 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
2- How many meals are there in the day? 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
3- What do doctors advise people not to eat? 
........................................................................................................................................... 
B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
4- What does the underlined word “them” refer to? 
a) doctors b) people c) fruits d) meals 
5- …………………… people care about food. 
a) All b) Much c) Few d) No 
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C. the Reader (7 Marks) 
4-  a . Match the items in column a with those in column b:                              (2 Marks) 

 (A) (B) 
1. Lady smythe a)  was Jerry`s son. 
2. Filcher b)  was a rich man who bought Black Beauty. 
3. Harry c)  liked her horses to wear special reins. 
4. Mr Barry d)  had no problems all his life. 
  e)  was Mr Barry`s helper. 
b . Answer the following questions:                                                                   (5 Marks)  
1. Why did the earl decide to sell the horses? 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
2. Who were Black Beauty`s new owners? 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
3. Why wasn’t Black Beauty put into a carriage for two days? 
........................................................................................................................................... 
4. In your opinion, Why couldn’t Black Beauty remember Joe Green? 
........................................................................................................................................ 
5. Why do you think that each of Ginger`s owners paid less money for her? 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 

D. Usage and writing  (12 Marks) 
5- Choose the correct answer from a,b,c or d:                                                      (3 Marks) 
1. Aya ………………………. have won the prize. Really I`m sure. 
a) might b) can`t c) must d) should 
2. Cairo is a big city in …………………………… . 
a) Greece b) Egypt c) Paris d) England 
3. Before ………………………….. the exam, Amr had studied hard. 
a) passing b) passed c) pass d) had passed 
4. ………………………………. work in dangerous places. 
a) Nurses b) firefighters c) teachers d) Writers 
5. The train to Tanta …………………………… at 5 a.m every day. 
a) will leave b) would leave c) is going to leave d) leaves 
6.  Engineers wear ………………………… to protect their heads in worksites. 
a) gloves b) helmets c) jackets d) shoes 
6- Rewrite the following using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning   (3 Marks) 

1. Hoda said, “did you do your homework?  ( if ) 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
2. First we booked the tickets, then we went to the concert. ( before ) 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
3. They have painted the building again. ( been ) 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
7- Write  a paragraph of  seven sentences (7) on  one of the following:         (5 Marks) 

• The job you would like to have in the future. 

• What you can do on a smart phone. 
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2019مايو  االعدادى الثالثالصف  شمال سينا   
A. Language functions (7 Marks) 

1- Finish the following dialogue:                                                                             (4 Marks) 
Ali is booking a ticket to Luxor. 

Ali : Can I book a ticket to Luxor? 
Clerk : (1) ……………………………………………………………………………………………… . 
Ali : (2) ……………………………………………………………………………………………… ? 
Clerk : The train leaves at 10 am. 
Ali : Is there a sleeping car? 
Clerk : (3) ……………………………………………………………………………………………… . 
Ali : (4) ……………………………………………………………………………………………… ? 
Clerk : The ticket costs 100 pounds. 

2- Write what would you say in each of the following situations:                   (3 Marks)  
1.  Your friend smoked a cigarette last night. 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
2. Politely ask your friend to open the window. 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
3. Your friend thinks that Egypt has the best team. You agree with him. 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 

B. Reading comprehension (5 Marks)   
3- Read the following, then answer the questions:                                            (5 Marks)    
        My name is Ali. I`m a student in the third year at a prep school. My school is clean 
and beautiful. It is the biggest one in the town. I like it very much for many reasons. 
First, I`m lucky to have good teachers specially the teachers of English. Second, I can 
practise any hobby in my school such as drawing, free reading in its big library, playing 
music and playing football. Third, all students and I can learn how to use the computer 
and the internet. My school day starts at 8 o`clock in the morning and ends at 2 
o1clock in the afternoon. Students don’t go to school on Friday and Saturday every 
week. I`m proud of my school and I hope it will be the best school in Egypt. 
A) Answer the following questions: 

1- Why is Ali lucky? 
........................................................................................................................................... 
2- What are the hobbies that Ali can practise at school? 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
3- What does the underlined word “it” refer to ? 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
4- Ali`s school is a  a ............................ 
a) primary school b) prep school c) secondary school d) school for kG 
5- Ali and all students spend ............................ hours at school every day. 
a) two b) four c) six d) eight 
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C. the Reader (7 Marks) 

4-  a . Match the items in column a with those in column b:                              (2 Marks) 

 (A) (B) 
1. Filcher a)  wasn’t happy when they tightened the reins. 
2. Ginger b)  was Jerry’s son. 
3. Black Beauty c)  gave Black Beauty less food each week. 
4. Harry d)  could find a work for Jerry. 
  e)  travelled to Bath on a train. 

b . Answer the following questions:                                                                   (5 Marks)  

1. who was Mr Barry? 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
2. What happened to Filcher? 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
3. How did Ginger look like when she met Black Beauty again? 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
4. Do you think Black Beauty was angry with Ginger after the accident? 
............................................................................................................................. ........... 
5. How do we know that York cared about Ginger and Black Beauty? 
........................................................................................................................................... 

D. Usage and writing  (12 Marks) 

5- Choose the correct answer from a,b,c or d:                                                      (3 Marks) 
1. We took a ………………….…to cross the Nile from one side to another. 

a) train b) bicycle c) ferry d) car 

2. Is Lake Nasser natural or ………………….…? 

a) modern b) man-made c) traditional d) personal 

3. You can usually finds trees and birds at an …………………………… in the desert. 

a) art gallery b) adventure c) object d) oasis 

4. There are a lot of clouds in the sky. It ………………………. . 

a) is going to rain b) will rain c) rain d) raining 

5.  The dishes haven’t ………………………… washed yet. 

a) be b) being c) to be d) been 

6. We ………………….… go to England if we had friends or a family there. 

a) would b) will c) won`t d) were 
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6- Rewrite the following using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning 
                                                                                                                                        (3 Marks) 

1. “Sit down , please” said the teacher to the students.  ( orderd ) 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
2. I tried the fish at the restaurant, but I regret it. (shouldn’t ) 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
3. Adel`s arm hurts. perhaps he broke it.  (might) 
........................................................................................................................................... 

7- Write  a paragraph of  seven sentences (7) on  one of the following:         (5 Marks) 
 

• A journey you want to go 

• The job of a doctor 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
........................................................................................................................................... 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
........................................................................................................................................... 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
........................................................................................................................................... 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
........................................................................................................................................... 
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2019مايو  االعدادى الثالثالصف  المنوفية   
A. Language functions (7 Marks) 

1- Finish the following dialogue:                                                                             (4 Marks) 
Nader is talking to his father about his blog  

Father : What are you doing ,Nader? 
Nader : I am trying to start a blog 
Father : (1) ………………………………………………………………………………….…………………… ? 
Nader : It`s a bout diving? 
Father : (2) ………………………………………………………………………………….…………………… ? 
Nader : Yes, of course. I have taken a lot of photos with the phone camera for my blog. 
Father : What is a good place for diving in Egypt? 
Nader : (3) ………………………………………………………………………………….…………………… . 
Father : What can you see underwater when you are diving? 
Nader : (4) ………………………………………………………………………………….…………………… . 
2- Write what would you say in each of the following situations:                   (3 Marks)  
1.  Your friend drank so much coffee last night and couldn’t sleep. Give him a 
recommendation. 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
2. Your sister is telling you a story. Encourage her to continue. 
........................................................................................................................................... 
3. Your brother thinks that winter is very nice. Express disagreement. 
........................................................................................................................................... 

B. Reading comprehension (5 Marks)   
3- Read the following, then answer the questions:                                            (5 Marks)           
Food is one key to a comfortable life. We eat vegetables and fruit. We also eat animal 
products like milk, eggs and meat. Food is necessary for us to live, move and work. To 
be useful, it should be organized with correct amounts. Food can be in different 
groups. A group of food gives us power.  second group gives us vitamins. A third group 
builds our body.The way we feel may be the result of the kind of food we eat. We may 
feel content when we eat chocolate. We may feel sleepy when we eat fat ich food. 
We may be upset when we eat the food we don’t like. Food is essential, but we should 
choose the food that is healthy and belongs to different groups. 
A) Answer the following questions: 

1- What do we eat? ……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
2- Why is food necessary? 
........................................................................................................................................... 
3- How do you think you should take the food you eat? 
........................................................................................................................................... 
B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
4- What do you think the underlined word “it” refers to? 
a) life b) group c) power d) food 
5- The underlined word “content ” means …………………………….. . 
a) organized b) correct c) happy d) fat 
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C. the Reader (7 Marks) 

4-  a . Match the items in column a with those in column b:                              (2 Marks) 

 (A) (B) 
1. Ginger a)                       A good horse owner who had a taxi carriage. 
2. Mr. Barry b)  His grandson was delighted to buy Black Beauty. 
3. Jerry c)  A businessman whose doctor advised him to ride a horse to 

keep healthy. 
4. Mr. Thoroughgood d)  He became very well and healthy again. 
  e)  if they don’t tighten the reins more, I`ll do what they ask me 

to do. 

b . Answer the following questions:                                                                   (5 Marks)  

1. Why did the Earl decide to sell Black Beauty and Ginger. 
........................................................................................................................................... 
2. What was painful for Black Beauty and made him unable to walk very fast? 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
3. Why do you think a man at the market opened Black Beauty`s mouth? 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
4. How did Mrs. Fowler help Jerry? 
............................................................................................................................. ........... 
5. How did Joe Green change at the end? 
........................................................................................................................................... 

D. Usage and writing  (12 Marks) 
5- Choose the correct answer from a,b,c or d:                                                      (3 Marks) 
1. …………………………… design buildings to work and live in. 

a) Inspectors b) Architects c) Technicians d) Archaeologists 

2. By studying ……………………., scientists have worked out how long dinosaurs lived on 

earth. 

a) lizards b) meteorites c) fossils d) eruptions 

3. “ ……………………………… “ is the place you are travelling to. 

a) Theory b) Scenery c) Journey d) Destination 

4. Shady works hard and does good researches on line. I know ……………. sure he will 

succeed. 

a) about b) for c) in d) with 

5.  I can`t find my calculator. I ………………………………. it at home. 

a) should have left b) might not have left c) must have left d) shouldn’t have left 

6. I need to choose a book quickly because the library ……………. at 4 o`clock. It’s a daily 

time. 

a) closes b) has closed c) will close d) closed 
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6- Rewrite the following using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning 
                                                                                                                                        (3 Marks) 

1. The lesson started then Dina arrived in the classroom.  ( when ) 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
2. My money was not enough for the shirt I liked, I didn’t buy it. (If … ) 
........................................................................................................................................... 
3. The whit dish hasn’t been washed yet.   (I ….) 
........................................................................................................................................... 

7- Write  a paragraph of  seven sentences (7) on  one of the following:         (5 Marks) 
 

• Making the right choices 

• How people travel inside egypt 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
........................................................................................................................................... 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
........................................................................................................................................... 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
........................................................................................................................................... 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
........................................................................................................................................... 
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2019مايو  االعدادى الثالثالصف  السويس   
A. Language functions (7 Marks) 

1- Finish the following dialogue:                                                                             (4 Marks) 
Tamer is buying a ticket at a train station. 

Tamer : Good morning. Can I book a ticket to Aswan, please? 
Assistant : Sure(1) ……….…………………………………………………………………..…………………… . 
Tamer : (2) ………………………………………………………………………………….…………………… ? 
Assistant : I should hurry then, (3) ……………………………………………………..………………….?  
Tamer : It`s LE 100. 
Assistant : Which platform does the train leave from? 
Tamer : (4) ………………………………………………………………………………………..……………… . 

2- Write what would you say in each of the following situations:                   (3 Marks)  
1.  You want to book a train ticket to Cairo. 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
2. You see a news report about poor people who live in Egypt. You would like to help 
them. 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
3. You need to borrow your friend`s phone. 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 

B. Reading comprehension (5 Marks)   
3- Read the following, then answer the questions:                                            (5 Marks)    
       Some people say that horses can be good friends if they are treated well. Horses 
are beautiful animals which can run fast for long distances. People like watching them 
because they are strong and powerful. They have long legs and big eyes that they can 
see almost all the way around them .We can know how old a horse is by looking at its 
teeth. Horses can live up to 25 years and generally sleep standing up. Horses don’t 
need much sleep. They only sleep about four hours a day. They like eating corn, grass, 
hay and sometimes sugar. 
A) Answer the following questions: 

1- What does the underlined word “ them” refer to? 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
2- How long can horses live? 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
3- Why do people like watching horses? 
........................................................................................................................................... 
B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
4- Horses` big eyes help them to …………………………….. . 
a) run fast b) see well c) sleep standing up d) live up to 25 years 
5- Horses have …………………………….. and strong eyes. 
a) long legs b) short legs c) fat legs d) big legs 
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C. the Reader (7 Marks) 

4-  a . Match the items in column a with those in column b:                              (2 Marks) 

 (A) (B) 
1. Polly a)  believed that a pound wouldn’t help if it made the horse tired. 
2. Ginger b)  was given food before walking for many kilometres. 
3. Jerry c)  was Jerry`s wife. 
4. Black Beauty d)  wasn’t able to run fast after falling 
  e)  was Jerry`s son. 

b . Answer the following questions:                                                                   (5 Marks)  

1. How did Jerry describe Black Beauty to his daughter? 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
2. Why were holidays not always an easy time for taxi drivers? 
........................................................................................................................................... 
3. What advice did the doctor give Mr. Barry to keep healthy? 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
4. Why do you think that each of Ginger`s owners paid less money for her? 
............................................................................................................................. ........... 
5. Do you think that people were always happy to have Jerry as a taxi driver? Why/ 
Why not? 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 

D. Usage and writing  (12 Marks) 

5- Choose the correct answer from a,b,c or d:                                                      (3 Marks) 
1. If Rana had more free time, she ……………………………… read more books in English. 

a) would have b) would c) will d) must 

2. Some students work in the holidays to ……………………. some money.  

a) spend b) lose c) give d) earn 

3. My uncle is the ………………………… of the factory. He gives instructions to workers. 

a) captain b) manager c) mechanic d) secretary 

4. My brother broke his phone and needs someone to ……………………….. it. 

a) repair b) make c) explain d) report 

5.  Ahmed asked me what ………………………. doing yesterday at 4 o`clock. 

a) was I b) am I c) I was d) I am 

6. It is hot today. It must be about 40 ……………………………. . 

a) dots b) metres c) degrees d) marks 
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6- Rewrite the following using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning 
                                                                                                                                        (3 Marks) 

1. I am not sure where tarek is. Perhaps he is in the park.  ( might ) 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
2. . “Stand up ” The teacher said to me. (ordered ) 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
3. I liked the book a lot , so I decided to read it again.  (reread) 
........................................................................................................................................... 

7- Write  a paragraph of  seven sentences (7) on  one of the following:         (5 Marks) 
 

• A place you would like to visit 

• An animal that you like 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
........................................................................................................................................... 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
........................................................................................................................................... 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
........................................................................................................................................... 
............................................................................................................................. .............. 
........................................................................................................................................... 
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